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Improv and the Art of Training 
Written for inclusion in the “Trainers’ Guide to Experiential Learning” edited by Mel Silberman, excerpted and adapted here 

By Kat Koppett

 
Trainers ARE performers. Sivasailam Thiagarajan (Thiagi), the great guru of training games, 
says that he believes there is no better preparation for becoming a trainer than acting. 
Trainers must have excellent presentation skills, as well as the flexibility to sense a group’s 
needs and respond in the moment.  
 
As trainers, we need to consider three dimensions in learning goals, to figure out what to 
focus on in our training.  What do we need to train for?  
 

Skills 
A repertoire of behaviors; something an individual  needs to know how to do 
 

Knowledge 
Information; the content of material the employee needs to know 
 

Attitudes/Beliefs 
The values, assumptions, and point of view of an employee; often expressed in tone, 
decision-making, and nonverbal communication 
 
There are performance issues that are not a result of a gap in any of these areas. In that 
case, perhaps our interventions should not be training at all: 
 

Environment 
What tools – tangible and intangible – are available? What is rewarded and punished? What 
are the visions, goals, processes that the organization supports? 
 

Individual Ability 
A food taster, for example, must have taste-buds. A jockey cannot be 400 lbs. 
 
Improv can actually be applied to all of the above areas and enhance performance. Improv 
philosophy, when embraced, can transform a culture. And yes, even individual ability can 
sometimes be affected. Qualities that we consider “abilities” – things we label “talent” often 
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turn out to be skills or attitudes or simply a piece of knowledge. But that’s for another day. 
Today, let’s focus on the first three areas. 
Improv can help trainers develop skills. As creativity and communication - teamwork, 
coaching, leadership, idea generation- skills continue to be increasingly in demand, trainers 
can tap the world of improv for content-related exercises that teach the skills of spontaneity, 
listening and awareness, collaboration, etc. 
 
Improv exercises can change, often radically, an employee’s attitudes and beliefs. Improv 
exercises can be wonderful “jolts” – introducing individuals to new ways of thinking, as well 
as wonderful workout routines for exercising the muscles of creativity and teamwork.  
 
Improv exercises can be the method of teaching knowledge. Many improv techniques and 
games are “frame” games that can be used to enhance learning, regardless of the specific 
content. Improv activities have been used in training on topics as varied as product training, 
new-hire orientations, technical training and diversity workshops.  
 
To summarize, improv can be used by trainers to: 

● develop the presentation, design and coaching skills of the trainer 
● enhance the creativity and communication skills of participants 
● increase the effective delivery of virtually any course content 

 
Let us take start by taking a closer look at some of the improv principles that can help 
trainers and the people they train. Then, we will explore some specific activities and their 
place in workplace training. 
 

Jolts 
Some of the most powerful training activities are jolts. A jolt is an experience designed to 
dramatically challenge a participant’s attitudes or beliefs. Jolts can create useful epiphanies. 
They can also lease participants feeling vulnerable, manipulated, or betrayed. In choosing 
the use these kinds of activities, weigh the payoff against the price. Like a physician, a 
trainer’s responsibility is first to do no harm.  
 
Sometimes, a trainer chooses a certain activity, not because it is the best way to facilitate 
learning, but because she enjoys the ease of status that accompanies running it. Be clear 
about why you are employing an activity that requires manipulation. Is it necessary to 
consciously mislead the group or set them up to fail? Can you get the same value from a 
less confrontational experience? Remember, trust is even harder to rebuild than to build. 
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Jolts are activities that affect people’s attitudes and beliefs. They produce “aha” moments. 
Usually, they work once. 
Bottom line: Jolts are activities that shift a mindset.  We all “know” we should think about 
collaborating, but this activity ‘JOLTS” us into an emotional realization about our 
assumptions. 
 

Exercises 
Exercises are activities that build skills and provide practice. They can be played over and 
over again without losing their impact, like machines at the gym. 
 

Frame Games 
Frame games are templates or shells into which any content can be placed. They are useful 
for imparting knowledge and assessing retention and understanding. When using improv 
games in this way, the principles of improv become less important. The game simply 
provides an opportunity to engage the learners in an active way. 
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Applying Improv: Overview 
 

Transfer Knowledge 
In some ways, this is the least interesting and unique part of applying improv. The world of 
improv offers a treasure trove of interactive activities for all learning objectives. Using these 
as frame games, jolts, and exercises help make training more interactive and fun when 
teaching or imparting knowledge. 
 

Build Skills 
Improvisers have found ways of expanding skills and capacity of characteristics that are 
believed to be something you have or you don’t (e.g. charisma, presence, courage, 
flexibility, spontaneity). We believe these things can be learned by exercising and 
strengthening them using improv. Improv is the gym for building skills like: 

● Flexibility 
● Spontaneity 
● Presence  
● Listening and awareness 
● Empathy 
● Resilience 
● Idea-generation 
● Sharing control 
● Courage 

 

Shift and Strengthen Mindsets 
With improv comes a set of principles and mindsets that are useful at an individual and 
cultural level, supporting collaboration, creativity, and inclusion. Improv asks that we be 
spontaneous, celebrate failure, and serve the scene along with other core tenants such as: 

● Listening 
○ In terms of communication skills, we call this the superpower. Improvisers seek 

to understand and connect positively, rather than listening for flaws in our 
partners’ thoughts, or worse, simply waiting for our turn to talk. This hugely 
effective tool not only improves communication but strengthens relationships 
as well.  

● Yes, And 
○ In improv, this is the practice of accepting what is offered and building upon it. 

The "yes" means: I see, hear, and accept what’s going on. The "and" means: I 
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offer something back, building with what was offered. Especially in a changing 
culture, the importance of “yes, and” can not be understated! We build 
collaborative momentum by supporting and building on others’ ideas. 

● Make your partner look good 
○ This improvisational skill helps people learn to concentrate on their partners 

rather than on themselves as they seek to build the best outcomes. Very 
simply, if my partner is making me look good, and I am making my partner 
look good, we both look (and feel) great!  When we focus on this, we end up 
on the same team with our scene partner.  
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Activity: Circus Bow  
 

Overview 
Participants practice feeling comfortable being silly and making mistakes by taking huge 
bows and proclaiming “I failed!” or “I made a mistake!” or “I feel silly!” while the other 
participants cheer. 
 

Time 
2-5 minutes 
 

Number of Players 
Minimum of 2 
 

Instructions 
● Have all the participants raise their hands above their heads, as a gymnast might after 

a routine. 
● Ask them to all proclaim with relish and pride “I failed!” “I made a mistake!” “I feel 

stupid!”  
● Then have them turn to someone next to them and take the position and state one of 

the phrases. Each person’s partner cheers for them and then reciprocates. 
● Finally, have the participants walk around the room practicing celebrating failure and 

applauding each other. 

 
Variations 

● Have each person take a turn around the circle. 
● Have participants play in groups of four or five. 

 

Tips 
● Explain that it is only by making friends with failure that we will be willing to risk 

enough to succeed. 
● This game is about acknowledging our discomfort and embracing it, rather than 

fleeing from it. 
● Highlight for the participants that the phrases are “I FEEL silly,” “I FEEL stupid,” not 

“I AM stupid.” 

Source 
Theatresports 
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Activity: Objection 
 
Overview 
Participants debate a trivial topic, offering arguments that are either sustained or overruled 
by a judge.  
 
Time 
3-5 minutes  
 
Number of Players 
4-8 
 
Instructions 

● Ask for several volunteers, and have them stand in a back line.  
● Say they have now become lawyers and will litigate on a trivial, non-controversial 

topic such as “wearing white after Labor Day” or “Fall is better than Spring.” 
● After receiving the topic, one person who feels so moved will step forward and put 

forth an argument. For examples: 
○ Person A: Fall is clearly better than spring because there is nothing better than 

stepping on those crunchy leaves….I mean…”(they continue) 
● After a few seconds (allowing the person to state their argument) players from the 

back row raise their hand and say “objection!” The judge/caller of the game chooses 
one player to state their case from the back line. For examples: 

○ Person B: Crunchy leaves get in my car and it’s annoying! 
● The judge either sustains (“Sustained!”) the argument, meaning the player who 

objected step forward and continues to plead their case, or overrules (“Overruled!) it, 
in which case the player steps back in line and the original litigator continues until 
another objection. For example: 

○ Judge: Sustained! 
○ Person B: ...I need to go to the cleaners and vacuum them out and it’s cold… 
○ Group: OBJECTION! 
○ Judge: You in the red. 
○ Person C: Vacuum is too hard to spell. 
○ Judge: Sustained! 

● As the arguments go on, the objections should come faster and faster, and become 
less and less connected to the original point of debate.  

● The judge gives a final countdown and whoever is standing in front litigating at the 
end, wins.  

 
Variations 

● Have the back line choose one strong character and play them the whole time.  
● Play the game as if all the litigators know one another.  
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Tips 
● Encourage participants to not make objections having to do with personal jabs (even 

in good fun) at the lawyer in front. Keep it connected to the content of the argument.  
● The judge should decide quickly if an argument is sustained or overruled. This is 

critical to keep the momentum going.  
● Encourage back line participants to watch for when the person in front is running out 

of steam, and to object before they have a “good” idea.  
 
Suggested Debrief Questions 

● What made that work? 
● How did you make your partner look good?  
● What were the rules you were making up that do not exist? 
● What made this hard? 
● What made this easy? 
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Activity: First Letter, Last Letter 
 
Overview 
One participant role-plays a subject-matter expert, and the other plays an interviewer. The 
rest of the participants act as a studio audience, observing and asking questions. 
 
Time 
7-15 minutes per group 
 
Number of Players 
Pairs 
 
Instructions 

● Two players engage in a dialogue where the last letter or sound of the last word their 
partner says becomes the first letter or sound of the first word they say. For example: 

○ Person A: I had a crazy dream last night. 
○ Person B: T ell m e! 
○ Person A: E veryone in the training turned into cats. 
○ Person B: Sounds like a strange dream.  

● You can have a normal conversation, or come up with a made-up scenario. 
● Rotate until everyone has had a chance to exchange at least 4 lines of dialogue.  

 

Variations 
● Have groups of 3 carry on a conversation with a set order, or with no set order. 
● Choose a topic of conversation relevant to your content to practice recall.  

 
Tip 

● Make it clear to participants that this is not about getting the last letter 
“correct.”Encourage them to use the last sound of the word if they find that easier.  

 
Suggested Debrief Questions 

● What surprised you? 
● What was it like to listen in this way? 
● When was this easiest? 
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Activity: Expert Interview 
 
Overview 
One participant role-plays a subject-matter expert, and the other plays an interviewer. The 
rest of the participants act as a studio audience, observing and asking questions. 
 
Time 
7-15 minutes per group 
 
Number of Players 
Pairs 
 
Instructions 

● Ask for two volunteers, one to be the expert, one the interviewer. 
● Assign an area of expertise to the expert (this can be chosen by the facilitator or 

fielded from the participants). 
● Remind the two players to “yes, and..” each other. 
● Have the interviewer introduce the guest and interview them. 
● After a bit, have the audience ask questions. 

 
Variations 

● Have two or three experts with different attitudes or approaches to the topic. 
● Have an expert made up of three participants who answer the questions one word at 

a time.  
 
Tips 

● For general creativity or communication skills training, pick an outrageous topic (e.g. 
fish playing basketball) or a topic that no one in the room knows much about. This 
diminishes the pressure to get the answers “right”. 

● For visioning and problem-solving, use topics that participants are real experts in, and 
use the format to focus their thinking and tap ideas they may not have thought of. 

● Coach the expert to answer “yes” to the questions. 
● Coach the interviewers to build on the previous answers when asking questions. 

 
Suggested Debrief Questions 

● What happened when you said “yes” vs. “no”? 
● What surprised you? 
● How did you censor yourself? 
● When was this easiest? 
● Why was this entertaining? 

 
Source 
Viola Spolin, the Chicago schools and Theatresports 
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Activity: Shared Memory  
 
Overview 
In pairs, participants create a shared memory of an event they experienced together through 
answering questions about the event.  
 
Time 
5-10 minutes per group 
 
Number of Players 
2-4 
 
Game Flow 

● Ask for 2-3 volunteers, they will have the shared memory. The facilitator will ask them 
questions.  

● Ask for an experience or a discovery that has bonded them together, for example, 
they discovered a new fossil together, or they just adopted a dog.  

● In a laid back, conversational manner, ask them questions about the event and have 
them fill in the details as experts in this event.  

● Open up questions to the group.  
 
Variations 

● Play with the intensity of the event, from the mundane to the elaborate.  
● Flash forward or backward in time with the same pair, checking in on where they were 

at in the past, or where things stand in the future.   
 
Tips 

● Remind players that they are the experts and know the answers to every question.  
● Encourage pairs to dare to be obvious and boring with their answers.   
● Coach the volunteers to build on the previous answers when answering new 

questions. 
 
Suggested Debrief Questions 

● What surprised you? 
● How did you censor yourself? 
● When was this easiest? 
● Why was this entertaining? 
● When did it feel most satisfying? 
● How did they yes, and one another? 

 
Source 
Viola Spolin, the Chicago schools and Theatresports 
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